
Project: Fit MKIV Supra Hood 
 
 
Parts:    PART No:  QTY: 
 
BULGE, HOOD  T76181-14900  1 
GUIDE,   T76182-14010  1 
PROTECTOR,  T76184-14010  1 
PROT.SPOILER  T90999-91057  1 
RETAINER,   T76187-14010  2 
PLATE,   T76192-14010  1 
SEAL,HOOD AIR  T76186-14010  1 
SCREW   T93567-14512  8 
NUT    T90179-06299  4 
CLIP    T90467-08124  14 
 
Link To Template:  http://img225.imageshack.us/img225/7434/scoopfixedds7.jpg
Print in Landscape at 100% 
 
Recommendations: 
 
The J-Spec requires an extra 4 of Clip T90467-08124 to hold the metal under air 
guide in place, which it doesn’t have as standard as they are not required until you do 
this mod. The recommendation is to buy a full set as the clips will have hardened 
through age and 90% brake even using a proper tool. 
 
 

 
First remove the front rubber strip then the plastic clips, the centre rear 2 do not get 
removed as they are not the same as the rest and just hook onto a lip as apposed to 
through a hole. 

http://img225.imageshack.us/img225/7434/scoopfixedds7.jpg


 
Now drill through the 4 holes circled using a drill bit smaller than the hole, so as not 
to fowl the edges of the hole. Try and keep an angle parallel to the hood. 
It is a good idea to place a blanket over the engine for the remainder of this project. 
 
 

 
This is what you should see on the outside. 



 
Now secure the printed template through the marked holes to the top of the hood. I 
used 4 screws that were to hand. 
 

 
Apply masking tape around the template; lip it under the template for marking on.  



 
Draw around the template (on the masking tape) with a felt tip. Then remove the 
template and the screws. 
 

 
Now using a dremel cut along the felt tip line. You can sand the edge after if you wish 
but not essential, just cleaning. 



 
Attach the retaining brackets and the grill to the scoop and rest it in place. For 
cosmetic viewing only. ☺ 
 

 
Now cut the hole in the under blanket using a knife. 
 
 
At this point there should be a picture showing the seal being applied to the under side 
of the hood, and placing on the hood, but urrrmmm…  Moving swiftly on. 



 
Now fully fit the under blanket back on the car except for the central 6 clips that have 
to hold the metal under air guide in place. 
Now whilst holding the scoop on top of the hood; so you don’t push it off, lightly fit 
the metal under air guide using the 4 nuts. 
Now insert the clips and then tighten the 4 nuts. 
 
 

 
 
That’s it, job done. ☺ 


